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SUMMARY
Seismic inversion helps geophysicists build accurate reservoir
models for exploration and production purposes. Deep learning-
based seismic inversion works by training a neural network
to learn a mapping from seismic data to rock properties us-
ing well log data as the labels. However, well logs are often
very limited in number due to the high cost of drilling wells.
Machine learning models can suffer overfitting and poor gen-
eralization if trained on limited data. In such cases, well log
data from other surveys can provide much needed useful in-
formation for better generalization. We propose a learning
scheme where we simultaneously train two network architec-
tures, each on a different dataset. By placing a soft constraint
on the weight similarity between the two networks, we make
them learn from each other where useful for better general-
ization performance on their respective datasets. Using less
than 3% of the available training data, we were able to achieve
an average r2 coefficient of 0.8399 on the acoustic impedance
pseudologs of the SEAM dataset via joint learning with the
Marmousi dataset.
INTRODUCTION
Seismic inversion refers to the process of estimating rock prop-
erties in the subsurface. This allows geophysicists to build ac-
curate reservoir models for hydrocarbon exploration and pro-
duction. While these properties can be measured directly at
the well locations, they must be estimated using seismic data
at the non-well locations. Classical seismic inversion usually
works by starting with a smooth model of subsurface prop-
erties and forward modeling it to generate synthetic seismic
data. The synthetic seismic is compared to the actual seismic
and the difference between the two is used to update the model
parameters. A detailed overview of classical seismic inversion
methods is provided by (Veeken and Silva, 2004).
Deep learning, a subset of machine learning, has in the recent
past led to ground breaking advancements in the field of Image
classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2017), object detection (Ren
et al., 2015), image segmentation (Chen et al., 2018), image
and video captioning (Vinyals et al., 2015), speech recogni-
tion (Graves et al., 2013), and machine translation (Cho et al.,
2014). The success of deep learning in computer vision and
natural language processing domains has of late inspired geo-
physicists to replicate these successes in the field of seismic
interpretation. Machine learning has been used to solve prob-
lems in salt body delineation (Di et al., 2018; Amin et al., 2017;
Shafiq et al., 2017) , fault detection (Di and AlRegib, 2019; Di
et al., 2019), facies classification (Alaudah et al., 2019b,c), and
structural similarity based seismic image retrieval and segmen-
tation (Alaudah et al., 2019a).
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in developing deep
learning-based workflows for seismic inversion. (Biswas et al.,
2019; Das et al., 2019) used Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) for estimating Acoustic and Elastic Impedance from
seismic data. Alfarraj and AlRegib (2018) and Mustafa et al.
(2019) introduced sequence modelling-based neural networks
based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Temporal
Convolutional Network (TCN) respectively for estimation of
various rock properties from seismic data. They demonstrated
that such networks were more capable of learning temporal
relationships between seismic traces for efficient rock property
estimation. (Alfarraj and AlRegib, 2019a,b) also showed how
incorporating the forward model into the network architecture
resulted in an implicit regularization of the network, thereby
improving the quality of property estimations.
All such methods are based upon learning a mapping from
seismic data to well log measurements at the well positions,
and then using the learned mapping to estimate the properties
at the non-well positions. One limitation with such approaches
is that they require a lot of labeled training data to achieve sat-
isfactory generalization performance. However, most surveys
have only a limited number of wells, due to the high cost of
drilling them. This makes machine learning models prone to
overfitting if trained on such limited well log data. One way of
overcoming this is to use knowledge gained from learning on
well logs from other surveys in estimating rock properties on
the target survey.
Transfer learning is a very popular machine learning frame-
work that uses knowledge from a source dataset while training
a machine learning model on the target dataset. It has been
shown to help achieve better generalization performance and
quicker convergence on the target dataset. It also results in
less effort being expended to manually label training exam-
ples in the target survey, especially when it is costly and time
consuming. For a comprehensive review of transfer learning
methodologies that have been used in the past, refer to (Pan
and Yang, 2010).
In this paper, we propose a transfer learning scheme for seis-
mic inversion that jointly learns on multiple datasets using
identical copies of the same network architecture. In addition
to optimizing the losses on their respective datasets, we also
impose a soft constraint on the weights of the network copies
to be similar to each other. This effectively results in a knowl-
edge sharing scheme where the two networks are learning from
each other where it is mutually beneficial while being able at
the same time to adapt to the specific nature of their respective
dataset.
METHODOLOGY
2-D Temporal Convolutional Network
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As mentioned beforehand, our algorithm employs the use of
two dimensional Temporal Convolutional Blocks for estimat-
ing rock properties from seismic data. The architecture is shown
in Figure 1. The Architecture consists of a feature extractor
module that uses a series of 2-D convolutional kernels to ex-
tract increasingly abstract features from the input seismic im-
age. The convolutional kernels in this module use an exponen-
tially increasing dilation factor in depth while staying constant
in width. Using increasingly dilated convolutions in depth al-
lows us to model input seismic data temporally for efficiently
capturing long term dependencies, leading to better estimation
of the desired rock property. The kernel being 2-D allows us to
inject spatial context awareness into our network estimations.
The output of the feature extractor block is fed simultaneously
into a Regression module and a Reconstruction module. The
latter is responsible for reconstructing the input seismic im-
age while the former outputs the desired rock property. This is
an example of multi-task learning via representation sharing,
where multiple tasks (output estimation and input reconstruc-
tion in this case) are learnt simultaneously in the hope that the
network can learn more generalizable feature representations,
leading to better performance on all tasks. This is especially
the case when the tasks are highly related to each other.
Soft Weight Sharing
As discussed before, another major component of our deep
learning based-seismic inversion algorithm is learning from re-
lated datasets for rock property prediction. This is achieved by
simultaneously training identical copies of the same architec-
ture, one for each dataset. Each network receives a batch of
input training examples from its respective dataset, processes
them to get the outputs, and uses the corresponding ground-
truths to backpropagate the losses through the network to up-
date network weights. In addition to this, we also force the
network weights in all corresponding layers to be close to each
other in the L2 norm sense. By doing this, we effectively
bias the networks to search the parameter space for a solution
where the architecture will generalize better to inputs sampled
from different distributions. However, by not constraining the
weights to be exactly the same, each copy of the architecture
is also free to find the optimal set of weights for its dataset
in the vicinity of this solution space. Moreover, in the situa-
tion where the two datasets are very different from each other
and learning on one will not help the other, the networks can
choose to not learn from each other at all. The process is il-
lustrated in Figure 2. Consider the two networks to be rep-
resented by F and G respectively. Both F and G consist of
trainable weights organized into a set of L convolutional lay-
ers. Consider θ lA to be the weight tensor in the l-th layer in
network A, where l ∈ [0,L− 1]. Then both F and G can be
represented as follows:
F = [θ0F ,θ
1
F , · · · ,θL−1F ] (1)
G = [θ0G,θ
1
G, · · · ,θL−1G ] (2)
The Weight Mismatch Loss is then defined as:
lWML =
L−1∑
l=0
‖θ lF −θ lG ‖22 (3)
Network Training
Consider D1 = {X1,Y1} and D2 = {X2,Y2} to represent two
datasets, where the subscript refers to the dataset. X = {x1, ...,xN |xi ∈
Rd×m} represents the collection ofN seismic images in a dataset,
where each xi is a d×m dimensional image. d refers to the
depth of the image while m is the width. Y = {y1, ...,yN |yi ∈
Rd} refers to collection of well log properties corresponding
to each xi ∈ X , where each yi is a d dimensional rock prop-
erty trace. A batch of seismic images from each dataset is
processed by its respective network to get the estimated well
properties, yˆi as well as the reconstructed seismic images, xˆi as
shown below:
yˆi1, xˆ
i
1 =FΘ(x
i
1) (4)
yˆi2, xˆ
i
2 = GΘ(x
i
2) (5)
The regression and reconstruction losses are then defined as:
lreg =
1
N1
N1∑
i=1
‖yˆ1i− yi1‖22 +
1
N2
N2∑
i=1
‖yˆi2− yi2‖22 (6)
and
lrecon =
1
N1
N1∑
i=1
‖xˆ1i− xi1‖22 +
1
N2
N2∑
i=1
‖xˆi2− xi2‖22 (7)
where N1 and N2 are the batch sizes in the two datasets. The
total loss is then obtained as:
Total Loss = lreg+ lrecon+α× lWML, (8)
where α is a hyperparameter that controls the influence of
the weight mismatch loss on the training of the two networks.
Over each training iteration, the loss obtained above is back-
propagated through both networks and the weights updated to
reduce the training error at the next iteration. If α is set too
high, it forces the networks to look for the same solution, that
might not be optimized for each dataset individually. If α is set
too low, it makes the training of the two networks effectively
independent of each other. An intermediate value for α results
in the two networks learning from each other when it is useful
for optimization on their own datasets, and ignoring each other
when knowledge sharing is not useful.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We demonstrate our workflow for the estimation of Acous-
tic Impedance from poststack, migrated seismic data on the
open source Marmousi and SEAM datasets. We set up a net-
work Architecture as shown in Figure 1 for each dataset, and
train them jointly for 900 epochs. We use ADAM (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) as the optimization algorithm, which adaptively
sets the learning rate during the progression of training. We
also impose a weight decay constraint of 0.001 which helps
preventt overfitting by constraining the L2 norm of the net-
work weights. We uniformly sample 12 acoustic impedance
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Figure 1: The Architecture uses a series of 2-D Temporal Convolutional Blocks to extract features from the input. The input is a
2-D patch of seismic data centered at the well position. The output of the Feature Extractor is fed simultaneously into the regression
module and the reconstruction module for the estimation of rock property and reconstruction of seismic input respectively.
Figure 2: The two architectures are constrained to have
weights in all corresponding layers close to each other in the
L2 norm sense.
pseudologs and their corresponding seismic trace data from
the crossline section in SEAM located at North 23900m. For
Marmousi, we sample uniformly 51 acoustic impedance pseu-
dologs and the corresponding seismic data in the dataset. Mar-
mousi is a synthetic dataset with the seismic data generated by
simple convolutional forward modeling, while SEAM contains
migrated seismic data made to simulate real world acquisition
conditions and artifacts. This makes it a much harder dataset to
learn on, especially with only a limited number of pseudologs
available. We use a greater number of pseudologs in Marmousi
to provide the network training on SEAM with sufficient infor-
mation to learn from. The results of this training scheme are
illustrated in Figure 3. One can clearly see that our algorithm
is able to delineate with sufficient detail, the vertical variations
in acoustic impedance, especially in the left half of the sec-
tion. The top of the salt dome has also been marked out to a
high degree of accuracy, despite us not having access to many
pseudologs there. We have also been able to mark out the top
and the bottom of the high impedance arch occurring around a
depth of 12000m to a reasonable degree of detail. One can see
that estimation get noisier in the bottom-right portion of the
section. This is to be expected since the seismic data in these
regions is extremely weak and sometimes not receptive at all to
variations in acoustic impedance. Despite this, our algorithm
is still able to capture the general increasing trend in acous-
tic impedance values well. Figure 4 shows some individual
acoustic impedance traces extracted from both the estimated
and ground truth acoustic impedance sections at select posi-
tions and overlaid on top of each other. As explained before,
the two largely agree with each other for the most part, except
around a depth of 12000m where we have a sudden jump in
the value for acoustic impedance, along with a weakened seis-
mic data in the seismic section. The r2 coefficient, also called
the coefficient of determination, gives information about the
goodness of fit of a model. Given a set of observed values and
a corresponding set of predicted values, the r2 coefficient is
an indicator of how well the predicted values approximate the
real ones. A value of 1 indicates a perfect fit. We calculated the
average r2 coefficient between the estimated and ground truth
acoustic impedance sections on SEAM, and it turns out to be
0.8399, which indicates that our model has been able to model
acoustic impedance well, given that we only had 12 training
samples to train it with, which is around 2% of the total avail-
able training data.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrate a deep learning-based seismic
inversion workflow where we jointly train identical copies of
a neural network on two different datasets. We show how, by
placing a soft constrain on the network weights to be similar,
we allow the transfer of useful knowledge to take place from
one dataset to the other while simultaneously letting the net-
works adapt to their specific datasets. An important implica-
tion of this workflow is that one need not use a large number
of training examples in either, since mutual information be-
tween the them would serve to compensate for that. Another
implication for this work is that one can scale this workflow to
any number of datasets. We demonstrate the utility of this ap-
proach through estimating Acoustic Impedance on the SEAM
dataset, although the methodology would be equally valid for
other rock properties.
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Figure 3: Estimated Acoustic Impedance section (top) vs the
groundtruth (bottom).
Figure 4: Trace plots for select positions in both the estimated
and ground-truth acoustic impedance sections.
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